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I shall not take up any of the time allotted me to en
deavor to say to, you with what profound satisfaction and 
pleasure I find myself able to participate in this Annual 
Meeting of the National Foreign Trade Council and to speak 
to you today. I have followed the constructive work of the 
Council during so many years and I am happy to count so many 
of the members from all over the country as among my very 
good friends. I have felt myself in so many ways intimately 
bound up with the work which you are doing and with the in
terests which absorb you, that you will appreciate without 
many words from me the very real pleasure I have in being 
with you and in renewing associations and friendships, which 
I cherish and value. 

At a time like this when we are putting forward all of 
our energies towards the winning of the war and at the same 
time giving attention to the problems which will occupy us 
in our own country and in all parts of the world in the 
political and economic field, it has be*en difficult indeed 
for me to determine what I might most usefully say. It has 
occurred to me, however, that although this is the Americas 
Session of the Counoil, it would be most helpful if I covered 
some of the broader phases of the matters to which T know you 
are giving so much thought - for in many respects the prob
lems which concern us in the Americas have similar aspects in 
every part of the world, I shall, therefore, endeavor today 
to sum up in retrospect some of the factors in pur national 
effort and economy, which bear most directly on questions of 
international trade; of interpreting the meaning of. viotory 
to those who are interested in carrying on the foreign com
merce of our country; and finally of estimating and apprais
ing the potentialities of the postwar world as these may re
late directly to the foreign commerce of the United States. 

In our eagerness to learn what the future holds, par
ticularly at a time when, on account of the present devas
tating war in which\we are engaged, the channels of inter
national- commerce have been almost entirely closed; blocked 
and very confined, we may lose eight of the progress made in 
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previous decades and may.fall to evaluate fully the solid basis 
upon which future trading will be based. In looking back there 
la mush that can be cited, not only to encourage those who 
are vitally interested, in the foreign trade of 'the future, but 
much as well which indicates the main lines of the polioy which 
we are most certainly bound to follow. 

Even the limited theme which I have set for myself for 
these remarks is so broad, that it would be Impossible in the 
scope of a short address to cover all the aspects of the 
practices established in the past, to consider the importance 
of the changes which have occurred under the impact of recent 
events, and to define their influence on future commerce. 
However, it is Important for the business interests of our 
country to know how much the systems of the past will be re
tained, to what extent practices which have grown out of the 
war-will be continued, and what influence these will have on 
our future commercial policy in carrying oh trade with other 
countries. 

The economic and commercial history of the United States 
is a broad and dynamic record of unprecedented achievement in 
which all parts of this great country have contributed their 
share. The industrial development which has(taken place put 
this country in' the vanguard of the nations utilizing the 
highest degree of knowledge and skills in all the sciences and 
arts which civilization has developed* We had prospered be
fore the advent, of this war because we had utilized not only 
our great resources but had striven for standards In manufac
ture which have made the products of our factories esteemed, 
and sought for all over the wprld, Skills in workmanship and 
efficiency in organization have enabled our manufacturers not 
only to prqduce superior articles but at costs which, in spite 
of" our high living standards, .have enabled our country to com
pete successfully in the world1s markets. Thus, the advan
tages of quality and costs .have been steadily maintained in 
our manufacturing processes, in the past and I see no reason to 
foresee that.these advantages will hot continue to secure for 
American goods a high ranking place in the markets of the 
world wherever the mark "made in the United States" is known. 

The miracles of production which have been accomplished 
since the'beginning of the war have set records of volume, 
quality and speed which have astonished the world, no less, 
than the industrial leaders and the millions of workers who; 
have themselves ;'done the job* This is an important fact which 
must be taken into account, not only in regard.to the further
ance of our domestic economy and the meeting of its expanding 
•needs, and in the maintenance of prosperity, at home, but also 
in relation to Important developments "In the Internationale 
trade of the future. It is unnecessary to point out the 
various fields,,in which American "know-how", has peached un
precedented heights in accomplishing on time the vast 
schedules of war materials. Records have been broken in the 
manufacture of' aircraft,, n'aval and merohant shipping, syn- . 
thet.ic rubber, automotive equipment, high octane gasoline, , 
electronic.apparatus, guns, and ammunition, and thousands of 
other articles in which this most consummate skill.and manu- . 
factur.ing perfection have been combined to produce a quantity 
and quality of-goods almost beyond human comprehensionji This 
equipment was produced, of course, primarily to carry on the 
war: but the same industrial and engineering capacity and 
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skill of the same millions of workers and other millions now 
serving in the armed forces will be devoted to the manufacture 
of even greater quantities of materials and goods for use In 
building of the peace and prosperity in years to come. 
Intensive thought and study, of course, must be given and is 
being given to the- change-over when the nation lays down the 
sword and grasps again the'handles of the plough. Without 
in any way underestimating the gravity, the breadth, and the . 
difficulties involved in this change-over, I am not one of 
those who can share the pessimism which some of us seem to 
feel with regard to this transition period. There is no need 
to consider this transition period any more dangerous than that 
which ensued when with unprecedented success the country took 
over the total mobilization for war. The same genius of capital 
industry, science and labor, which accomplished the transition 
to a war economy in so marvelous a fashion, will bring about 
the transition to a peace economy. There would seem to be no 
cause to believe that our country will not find its way to peace 
in as magnificent and an orderly a manner as it girded itself 
for war, for to assume any other attitude would be to take it 
for granted that we have lost the capacities which our economy 
has so definitely demonstrated it has. 

In solving the.problems of our domestic economy and in 
this sphere of international trade, we have stored up a wealth 
of experience and knowledge which will steadily stimulate the 
processes of finding new uses and new consumers for our pro
ducts. Increased efficiency in production methods and the 
utilization of new materials and methods of. manufacture will.not 
only create vast numbers of added customers at home but also 
abroad, where the quality of American goods has become increas
ingly known. It is probably this single fact alone, more than 
any other, which should convince the American exporter that 
the markets of the future hold potentialities of trade surpass
ing in volume and movement anything hitherto realized. Goods 
which have had a wide distribution in the past will in the 
near future come on the market in greater quantities and in 
many instances at cheaper prices - improved in quality and 
attractiveness through the use of new.materials and superior 
styles. Processes developed In the laboratories of war will 
be applied in the manufacture of. peacetime goods, designed 
not only for consumption in this country but for certain areas 
abroad where conditions of climate create demands for special 
goods and appliances. The intensive study which has been put 
into manufacturing problems to meet special needs connected 
with the winning of the war; the imperative necessity of apply
ing consummate ingenuity and inventive genius in urgent cases 
to meet the challenge of the enemy; the clues which have been 
found to undeveloped technical fields and hidden processes -
these are part of the heritage of the past and of the present 
war era which will Increasingly have a far-reaching effect 
upon our home economy as well as upon the development of our 
commerce abroad. 

Notwithstanding that after the war foreign countries 
will desire to buy vast quantities of the goods which the 
United States will be able to produce in unheard-of volume, 
there will remain the difficult problem of how we are to be 
paid for those goods. In the end, such payment will have 
to be almost wholly in the form of goods which foreign 
countries themselves produce; and which we in this country 
want and oan use in exchange for the things which we wish to 
sell to them in order to maintain our own industrial activity 
and employment at the highest possible levels. 

A most 
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A most serious question facing this country, therefore.., 
is whether we will let down our tariff and other barriers 
against the goods which we must import In orde^ to balance 
our exports. Uhless we, in cooperation with other nations, 
take vigorous action to reduce.the network of trade barriers 
which clogged and impeded the flow of International^rade in 
the period between the world wars, we shall again- find our 
vast production backing up in surpluses—actual or potential— 
creating unemployment, reducint Incomes, and forcing down our 
living standards as well as the living standards of other 
countries. -

It is well for us, I believe, to endeavor to realize, 
and not to underestimate, the scope and grandeur of the 
American industrial and technical achievement as it has pro4-
gressed with the nation from colonial days to the present 
time, ever forging ahead-, - assuring our prosperity and 
establishing the foundations of our culture and civilization. 
It is what we had accomplished by unremitting effort and 
application up to the outbreak of the war that made it pos
sible for us to carry through the extraordinary tasks of the 
war and to achieve the victory. Our faith in our country's 
progress in the future and in our well-being could not be 
based upon anything more substantial than the industrial 
productive capacity of the nation, the vast extent of its 
meohanized transportation, its millions of farms with in
numerable herds of live stock, and its ships travelling to 
the very ends of the earth. Material progress, whigh is 
vital to an enlightened way of life, is fundamental to |yp,#C 
nation's growth and ̂destiny. Our genius has not failed'l.n. 
the past. Why should we doubt that it will fail to meet the 
problems of the future - innumerable and difficult as they 
loom before us today. 

The experience of the last two decades, immediately 
proceding the outbreak of the present war, has in particular 
widely increased our knowledge of the technique of carrying 
on international trade both in the export and import field. 
We have had experience with foreign markets throughout the 
world and we are now prepared to utilize and to capitalize 
that experience in building up the trade of the future. It 
is not, I believe, over-optimism to believe, that we shall 
profit not only by our successes but also by our mistakes, 
and of these latter we must take particular account. 

With the advent of the war many American firms found 
to their great disadvantage that they had placed their 
representations in the hands of individuals and entities.who 
were in fact also the agents of enemy houses allied to eco
nomies competitive with our own and from whom only the most 
doubtful allegiance and cooperation could be expected. Many 
established lines of business previously built-up with effort 
and expense were discontinued or disrupted, consequently such 
business connections throughout the world were found to be 
useless in many cases and resulting in losses not only of 
goods bulPof markets* 

Nof'the least of the competition which American exporters 
and importers faced in the decade preceding the war arose 
from what we now call enemy activity, the net-work of German 
enterprises enmeshed within the framework of international 
cartels, and working for sinister political purposes directed 
by Germany. The disruption of international trade spreading 
over the world.In the deoade of the thirties kept pace with 
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• 'Mf_;growing' power of sttie Nazi regime.pwhleh,. by an all-embracing 
^ h t r o l of i t s hor^e,of agents, directed and ins t iga ted .eub-

. *&¥Mtve a c t i y i t l e s , i n p r a c t i c a l l y .every country of the world. 
...-'" The . fJSf-̂ Qf ^titils a c t i v i t y iwa8v-ffot;-only • to hamstring the oommerce 

. ..of.'competing^rtatlens apd.>secare d i r ec t .ma te r i a l and f inancia l 
-•• :benefi t for Seriany,-. but. algf. un^er»l?he guise of . legit imate 

t rade %o if.tSrtnet^vrast- pol&tfioal -and s t r a t eg ic plans-, for 
dom3f^tionj.,ae>;|i-t^siR<3pa9e of the^fperation of a i r r - l ines In 

T, Certain.,6f. t h e - ^ p u b l i c s -of ,?3©lit^:iMHes^ca. The -.enormously 
. broad" soone. .of - t^e'-^rQ/Claimedftltist..published; by.; the. State 

. . Despartment-from time to-t ime-has ;qlearly;indicated-..how exten
sively, these^ ramificationsndevelooefi/ and the grea.t;: famil iar 

V .riam^g..'4fi.;|nteriiatlo,nal- t rading.-circ les have shown how:;.powerful 
-and-; l iow^icd§Ssfui these German-efforts had beettv. ItAls-.a 
;..-debatable question - s t i l l -wne.Sher therjmachlnations- of ther'German 
' foreign off ice through i t s o f f i c i a l . representat ives;abroad 

j- #v performed a -service for-Germany ;.ifUfin?elgn countr ies grea ter 
in lmportahce;.and e£:Pective&eBs than j tha t achieved/by ce r t a in 
powerful German firm's, •suoh.?4^ ; | ^ e ji-, G. Farben and &fchers, 
which car r ied J>ut e f fec t ive ly .^undaiivthe cloak >of ..•Jradi^gcsthe 
World-wide .plans of the G^ermaa.;,Government to aid.the-ivagli, 
scheme-of ..w.0r3iS-.eonsquest.. .- : , u;4&*#3NMH> :/-4$ J>*̂ ; <*#*;!$&• 

I t i s apparent- s t i l l - through •-.•the continued aofciir4l&y..;of 
German . e n t i t i e s in//certain count r ies , . and in t h i s Semi-fiphere 
notably in the Argentine, ; tha4j'tki%Minister fascist-..connec
t ions have not been wholly »er^dlcated, .and: th^t v$a4s i s a task 
which the United -Nations in t h e i r forward marh ito.^complete 
victory s t i l l have to complete. - Nor can we. a^g,ord. in t h i s 
country by our wil l ingness to^make every ©entfrl'fcutifn;to bu i ld 
ing.a permanent-peace to place b l indly our t r u s t in enemies 
who wi l l pretend regeneration or in those who during t;hese . 
c ruc ia l years have fa i led to cooperate with us and the other 
peace-loving nat ions of the world in this , g r e a t s truggle for 

. freedom and order and decency. 

Above a l l , i t i s well for those merchants who are l eade r s 
,.'-, ••'•in in t e rna t iona l t rade to f i x t h e i r po l i c ies in t h e i r dealing 

abroad in harmony with the war aims of the United Nations, 
which are to banish aggression and to dislodge the wi l l ing 
too ls of aggressors, from a l l pa r t i c ipa t ion in in t e rna t iona l 
a f f a i r s . This policy should be apolied by businessmen-
seeking connections abroad for the purchaseoor the sale, of 
goods, the establishment of agencies, the appointing of-
represen ta t ives , in the making of investments, in the .-••.-
negot ia t ion of Contracts , or in undertaking any kind of 
business*. I t should; a t - l a s t be rea l ized by those engaged in 
In te rna t iona l trad&rthat the build ing of healthy, economies 
throughout the world depends upon the sojandnesss of commercial 
p r a c t i c e s and the wil l ingness of traderstfco take cognizance 
of the p o l i t i c a l r e a l i t i e s of the in t e rna t iona l s i t ua t i on . 
No system of p o l i t i c a l secur i ty , though successfully reared 
a$d es tabl ished by the common ef for t s and goodvWlil of the 
great and small nat ions , can long, endure if .the very Inunda
t ions of i t s existence are undermined by unfair and discr imin
atory trade,-jppactioetf:furthered 'e i ther by se l f i sh , monopolistic 
i n t e rna t iona l c a r t e l s , or by the machinations, of would-be 
aggressor governments or by n a t i o n a l i s t i c regimes whose 
s i n i s t e r aims are e i the r to perpetuate themselves in power 
ov to.jgain temporary^ po l i t i ca l . advan tage at the expense of 
tfce oommon good. ".-".-• icfa 
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We have learned much regarding the operations of autarchic 
policy, that system of economy by which a nation endeavors to 
establish self-sufficiency, taking no account of the effect of 
such measures on the economies ef other nations. Progressively 
in the decade of the thirties, when Germany was preparing for 
war, arbitrary devices in the field of economics, one after 
another* were employed to build up stock-piles of material fey 
the coming struggle. In this wajf. the channels of commerce 
throughout Europe, as well as in this Hemisphere, became dis
located and trade relations between countries were impaired by 
the machinations of the.Axis states. Exporters and importers 
in this country saw their trade with Germany, and with numer
ous other countries that had been swept into the German orbit, 
constantly curtailed or disadvantageously modified in accommo
dating themselves to the pattern set by the German authorities. 
Many merchants, in the hope of still being able to carry on 
some trade, entered into barter agreements with the Germans 
when commodities were involved for which Germany had an impel
ling need. Others, in the same vain hope, accepted the special 
financial arrangements decreed by the Germans involving multi
ple exchange restrictions, including the use of the askl mark, 
as well as other devices, such as import and export quotas. 
Those who had branch houses in what are today enemy countries 
saw those businesses and investments swepff into the maw of the 
totalitarian machine, Transfers of accumulated funds were 
forbidden under threat of penal law. In numerous instances 
American firms were actually denied free disposition of their 
own resources within the enemy's country. In southeastern 
Europe where the Axis had succeeded eventually in getting a 
strangle hold on the economic and commercial systems of those 
countries, politioal pressure compelled these "victim states to 
throw in their lot with the dictators in the final hazard of 
war. 

It may be necessary from time to time for sovereign 
states in the public good to take measures designed to avert 
a national crisis or to afford some temporary relief, which 
measures at the same time may have unfavorable, If not disas
trous, effects upon the economy and well-being of other nations. 
However, if world economy is to be guided by the same high 
principles which guide our efforts to arrive at international 
security and peace, such arbitrary measures on the part of any 
state disastrous to the economic well-being and trade of 
others, should be preeminently considered in that light, and 
a way should be found out of the difficulty which is satisfac
tory to all. 

Arbitrary actions, such as have been mentioned, must not 
only be the concern of other governments whose Interests are 
vitally affected, but of business firms as well which are 
engaged in international commerce, who have the right to know 
what purposes are being served by the decimation or loss of 
trade, and whether the restrictions decreed are unavoidable 
as a temporary*means of recovery or whether they serve the 
sinister hidden purpose of furthering monopolies, selfish 
nationalistic alms or schemes leading to plans of aggression. 
Since the material prosperity of a nation is the basis of its 
.power upon which even its ability to defend itself depends, 
it is to be expected that decisions on such issues will be 
Jealously guarded as sovereign rights. Since this must be so, 
wise statesmanship will earnestly endeavor to resolve these 
problems not only in the light of domestic expediency but 
with due regard to the grave international implications and 
consequenoes unilateral acts entail, 

A 
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A review of the past would not be complete without an 
appraisal of the enlightened policies which our Government 
has "been following In the field-of international trade and 
in the doctrine, of the good neighbor. While the Germans 
were pulling down the structure of international trade our 
great Secretary of State, in cooperation with like-minded 
statesmen, by rearing the edifice of the reciprocal trade 
agreements was struggling to repair the breaches through 
which, in the end, the floodgates of war eventually opened 
and engulfed the world in this present carnage. In the years 
preceding the war, in spite of the adverse currents flowing 
against the constructive efforts of this country in advancing 
international trade along sound and equitable and mutually 
beneficial lines* great and substantial success was achieved 
wherever the agreements had a chance to work, The soundness 
of the theory upon which the practice cf the reciprocal trade 
agreements is based has been amply demonstrated not.only in 
this country but throughout the world where the agreements 
have been in effect. On account of this progress, coopera
tion among nations in the exchange of goods is no longer on 
an experimental but on a proved basis. It is the .supreme 
example of.the kind of positivism in international relations 
which provides a sound basis for mutual aid and advantage in 
the economic field. The full scope and importance of the 
philosophy of the system of reciprocal trade agreements will 
be realized after the victory when the peace-loving states 
committed to a program of international cooperation commonly 
agree to give effect to methods of trade and commerce which-
further and safeguard the interests of all. 

Likewise we have learned that in. the political field 
the policy of the "good neighbor" is as vital to the strong 
as to the weak and as beneficial to the smaller as to the • 
greater* . Consonant with our way of life and the ideals 
cherished by the American people, the attitude of the "good 
neighbor" expresses the spirit of our people hot only towards 
the other Republics of this Hemisphere but towards all na
tions of the world whose goal of freedom and liberty is the 
same. No people of the earth have voluntarily made greater 
sacrifices of life and treasure for the common cause of 
humanity than the people of this country; and the chapter 
which is now being written in the world's history will secure 
for us a place in history whioh will be appraised not on the 
basis of our strength, nor on account of the tremendous might 
of our war production, nor on account of the victories of our 
fighting men, of which the glory will never die,, but because 
at this crisis in, the affairs of the world our nation rose 
to join the struggle with the unselfishness and zeal and sense 
of the "good neighbor"o Even before we fully realized that 
our own security was threatened, and when the aggressor's 
sword had struck down our friends in other, parts of the world, 
the spirit'of sympathy and the sense of eternal justice of 
our people mobilized the nation and impelled us to those ini
tial steps which history has.recorded and which contributed 
so much to the.eventual victory, even before our Armies were 
put in the field when we were attacked. . 

The role which has thus been assigned to us in history 
and which is being crowned with so much success in the war 
should encourage us to anticipate in peace the fulfillment 
of tasks equally mutually beneficial and constructive. Bound 
to our great allies by the impact of the struggle and its 
sacrifices;;and to our friends by the zeal with which their 

cause 
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cause was defended, we shall emerge from this conflict 
confirmed in the wisdom of our course of being the "good 
neighbor", to all who love justice, honor and freedom. 

By this review of our past, and of our present posi
tion at this juncture in world history, many things become 
clearer to us with respect to the course after victory and 
in peace. Time does, not permit the discussion of the 
meaning of victory in all of its many implications. When 
the enemy.falls:th« door.of,a new world will be thrown wide 
open and a new era. of enlightenment will begin if we are 
wise enough to realize our opportunities in all the nations, 
great and small. The shadows brooding long'over the world 
have lowered to such deep darkness, and destruction has 
been so universal, that the dawn of peace will break as it 
did in Noah's ark, when the divine wrath was turned from 
the world and' the floods of destruction-receded, and life 
in all its fullness and glory began to move again on the 
face of the earth. This victory will be so universally 
acclaimed so:that even in the homelands of the conquered, 
the foe will find-some measure of comfort in the reali
zation that his mad course of death and destruction is 
ended. It will be the signal for new hope, new enterprise, 
and great endeavor throughout the world and for hopes and 
aspirations which must not be frustrated. 

In no sphere of life will victory have more immediate 
and accelerating effects than that of economic recovery.and 
trade. While the process of reconversion to peace-time 
operations is launched at home, there will be a vast acceler
ation in the tempo and extent of international trade. It is 
unnecessary to emphasize the results of five years.of destruc
tion, and in the Far East longer, and of the lack of consumers 
and industrial goods throughout the world. We shall reach 
the beginnings of the epoch of peace with a greater capacity 
for the manufacture of.goods than,any other, nation in the 
world. The ready shipping at hand to carry these great 
quantities of goods will facilitate the momentum of recovery, 
a process which will develop with greater speed than at any 
time in our history. 

Many steps have already been taken by our Government in 
concert witn other nations to prepare the way for this re
covery through international agreements,.. such as that con
cluded at the recent monetary conference at Bretton Woods, 
and other measures designed to expedite and facilitate the 
exchange of goods between producing and consuming countries. 
Wrile the opportunities for trade with other nations of the 
world will be vast at the very beginning of the peace, cer
tain governmental regulations, will probably be necessary 
for a brief period until the volume-of goods begins to 
catch up with the extraordinary demand. However, there, is 
no cause to anticipate that the restrictions governing the 
free movement of goods will be maintained a day longer than 
necessary. That certainly is the policy of our own country 
as we see.it in the developing acts of government. It is to 
be hoped that other countries will follow the same wise 
course. In certain countries of the world, production will 
be slow owing to destruction in industrial areas and owing 
to the dislocation of labor through the ravages of war. The 
principles upon which our economy is based - the free enter
prise system - and the conduct of trade through private 
business channels, all guarantee a healthy and speedy re~ 
covery not only to the country itself, but to the individual 
exporters and importers who will have as great a share in 
rearing the foundations of the peace as any factor? in our 
national life, 

International 
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iTInternational prosperity and recovery will follow the 
peace more, rapidly if cooperation ̂ between Government and 
business is so carried on that the flow of commerce will be 
facilitated and not hindered. It is essential that all 
regulations governing the movement of goods be relaxed at 
the earliest possible moment and that financial and banking 
facilities be made available, .to «$3?ccamiî ^ 
of trade. After the protracted period' jof political and 
eoonomic turmoil through which the world has passed during 
th,e last fifteen years, it is reasonable to expect that a 
relaxation of all controls immediately would retard recovery 
and hinder the .free, movement and. interchange of goods. Our 
Government as well'as the governments of other allied nations 
Is giving intensive study to situations which create 
special international problems; as in the case of countries 
whose purchasing power will be inadequate to meet their 
most serious needs until' recovery from the effects of the war 
Restores productive capacity. '£t would appear to be the 
government's task to endeavor "to meet these situations, 
and the obligation of the business world to afford full 
cooperation. 

It would seem likewise, the obligation of governments 
eager to make lasting adjustments in the eoonomic as well as 
in the political field, to appraise properly the Importance of 
competition on a basis of economic efficiency. While business 
in general accepts, competition as a necessary and healthy 
element in carrying on trade, it quickly discovers and resents 
the participation of factors which secure unfair advantage to 
certain groups or to certain nationals. In other, words, 
American business rejects, I believe, and will continue to 
resent what may be'called "foreign government subsidized trade. 
The world has grown too small for any system of exclusive 
regional, arrangements. Tariff adjustments can be made 
through the system of reciprocal agreements conferring upon 
the parties to the contract the benefits accorded to the 
most favored nations, in the list of which all peace-loving 
countries may be included. The economies of nations are 
determined by domestic conditions and internal factors vastly 
dissimilar in many Instances, so that, adjustment .to a profit
able international trade may not be made to any oommon pattern. 

Nevertheless,'.it is .incumbent upon.the smaller as well as 
the great nations to deal with these questions in line with 
basic principles of fairness and equal opportunity to all. 

Finally, somewhere along the path of the future, -those 
peoples who are..now our enemies may again be admitted to the 
family of nations and it is hoped will eventually be able to 
participate in the benefits and blessings of peace. It would 
not seem, however, that either Germany QP Japan would again 
regain the preponderant positions they enjoyed in world 
commerce, as the hatred's s&be-y have engendered and the injury 
whioh they have inflloted on humanity will banish tlafeun for 
many a year from the market places of those whom they have 
ravished. Their international connections In most parts of 
the world have been destroyed, and for a long period at least 
cannot be restored. 

I 
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I should- hay©.liked, Ik"'the course of these remarks which 
I have been'privileged,to make to you today to be. a little 
more concrete with, regard, to some-of' the problems to which I 
believe our capital and industry and our leaders in. export 
and import -trade will have to give their attention. I have 
already briefly,jnenfibned the importance of putting our 
representation in the hands of our-nationals or of those in 
whom we can have complete trust. "I should like to emphasize 
the importance of our further improving our distribution 
method so as to decrease the cost of our goods to the foreign 
consumer and maintain our ..competitive position. I would have 
liked to emphasize the necessity for continued emphasis in 
the improvement of our'manufacturing-processes and in the 
continued stimulation of technical research in order to main
tain the margin which this has given us as a factor in over
coming increasingly high costs in our country. 

I should also have liked to point out the necessity for 
our studying the granting of more complete credit facilities, 
particularly to purchasers in t'his Hemisphere. And J should 
like to have particularly emphasized the importance of study
ing our banking structure, both at home and abroad, in,order 
that our capital and credit facilities may work towards 
greater advantage as an instrument in furthering our trade 
and commerce. These are all s-ubjects of primary interest to 
bur industry and to our exporters and-importers and emphasiB 
on these is essential for our political and economic well-
being.-

Without going into the causes which have so sorely' 
troubled almost all countries during the decades of this 
century, and during which period the two greatest wars of 
history have been waged, I believe that there is reasonable 
assurance, in view of the appalling experiences through 
which humanity has passed and the sufferings which we have 
experienced, and the alertness which-these experiences have 
induced among the nations, that these- causes of trouble will 
be successfully neutralized, if not permanently nullified, 
so that we oan look forward to. a long epoch of peace in 
which the arts, the sciences and commerce can thrive. I 
believe that there is every reason why we should look for
ward to the future with optimism for we have in the last few 
years shown a capacity- to carry through and win a war, in 
collaboration with our Allies, which has-carried our armies 
and our fleets to every quarter of the world. This should 
give-us not only the optimism but the courage and the con
fidence to build our enterprises of the.future on a grander 
scale than heretofore with the unalterable faith that the 
destiny of our country, collaborating in a concert of 
nations attached to peace, order and equity, is a glorious 
and an endless one in which we each have our inevitable 
part to play and which we will not fail to play. 
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